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The issue of Blake/An Illustrated Quarterly in your hands embodies the latest in the series of major changes in production
that have marked the 26 years of Blake's existence. At least a
few of our readers may recall some of the landmarks on the
ragged curve of technical evolution from the Berkeley, California, Blake Newsletter of 1968-70 through the Albuquerque,
New Mexico, Newsletter and Blake... Quarterly of 1970-1986
to the Rochester, New York, Blake of recent memory.
The latest change is exceptional, the most significant since
the first Blake Newsletter with illustrations—also the first to
roll off a printing press—was published in 1970. Like that
innovation, this one has shaped the journal from top to bottom. Two years ago we began to plan the moment when we'd
be able to make the jump from a conventional method of
production to a method that would exploit the advantages of
desktop publishing technology.
Desktop publishing has transformed the publishing industry. Despite its homey name, this revolutionary technology
brings big challenges to a small operation like ours, such as a
complete change in the meaning of "managing editor." Patricia
Neill, known to all our contributors and most of our readers
as Blake's managing editor, has always supervised the production of each issue. But only after spending the last couple of
years plumbing the intricate depths of Aldus PageMaker, our
professional desktop publishing software, and then practicing her skills on a heap of university posters, brochures, and
newsletters, did she feel prepared to execute the layout of Blake.
Last summer Richard Rosenbaum, the production manager
at Cornell University Press, designed for us a format that is
well adapted to our situation. We require layout that can
efficiently accommodate illustrated articles, notes, lists, and
reviews in pages designed for readability and some elegance
rather than for complicated graphic effects. Our new design,
even as it introduces several major changes to the layout, preserves the features that make Blake recognizable, notably its
organization, large trim size, and multiple columns.
We have followed Dick Rosenbaum's proposed modifications in virtually every respect. Look closely and you'll notice
that we've changed the paper, reverted to two columns from
three, and changed all the type fonts, the size and placement
of columns, the section openings, and the design of our cover
and inside front pages. Not least, we've changed printers.
Now an issue of Blake leaves Rochester as a collection of
files on a computer disk—these PageMaker files contain the
layout for every page of the issue—and a small bundle of photos. Our new printer, the highly regarded and technically upto-date firm of Braun-Brumfield, Inc., in Ann Arbor, Michigan, converts those files, along with halftones shot separately,
into photographic negatives that are then used directly to produce plates for the offset press.
Desktop publishing gives us significant new advantages. We
have more control of the layout; changes are easier to make;
the time from initial layout to printed issues is shorter; and
costs are less. In a time of hardnosed budget cutting, we must
do everything we can to minimize expenses, preferably without compromising quality. Our change in production methods helps us accomplish that.

Summer 1994

Our first electronically-produced issue was the last issue of
the previous volume, spring 1994—Robert N. Essick's annual
list of Blake sales. Our second PageMaker product is the
(present) summer issue, with G. E. Bentley, Jr.'s annual list of
publications. ludge the results for yourself; we're very pleased,
though still feeling very experimental.
We're exceedingly grateful to Dick Rosenbaum of Cornell
University Press for his designer's eye, not to mention his charitable inclinations and his tolerance of rookies. We've also
benefitted in many more ways than we can say from the help
and support of Robert N. Essick. Sincere thanks to Bob and
Dick; we hope we haven't disappointed you—or you, faithful
readers. (The Editors)
CORRECTION

In the last issue, two photos n Robert N. Essick's "Blake in the
Marketplace," were accidentally switched. The first state of
the print of the Virgil wood engravings is in illus. 9 on page
117 and the second state is in illus. 8 on page 116. Our apologies to Robert Essick and to our readers.
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What would Blake's house be like if he were alive today?
1 - 14 August 1994
17 South Molton Street
Blake's last surviving London Residence
To celebrate the bicentenary of Blake's
Songs of Innocence and of Experience 1794
The House of William Blake is commissioning contemporary
artists to decorate Blake's original lodgings in a way which
best expresses Blake's curious spirit today. The exhibition will
include the work of those in the fields of furniture design,
poetry, kitchen ware, textiles, bathrooms, book binding, printing, engraving and cake-making, among others. A catalogue
to accompany the exhibition will be available from late July.
Most exhibits will be for sale and some may be eaten. The
exhibition will commence with a private view and press launch
and will then be open to the public (by guided tour). The
House will also be putting on some children's summer holiday workshops during the exhibition period. For further information, please contact: Lottie Hoare or Tim Heath, The
House of William Blake, 17 South Molton Street, London W1Y
IDE, tel. 071-495-5654.
DARK

VISIONS:

BLAKE'S

NIGHT

THOUGHTS

Saturday, 1 October 1994
The Centre for British Studies, Department of English, University of Adelaide, Adelaide 5005, Australia, tel. 08-303-5625
John E. Grant, "Who's Who in Night Thoughts," together with
Michael J. Tolley, "Dark Visions of Morality," and Peter Otto,
"Night Thoughts in Blake's Four Zoas," Mark Davies, "Milton,
Young and Blake," Jon Mee, "Politics and Society in Night
Thoughts" will present a workshop on Blake's illustrations to
Young's poem. The venue will be the University of Adelaide
and the sponsor is the Centre for British Studies.
Contact Margaret Hood, Box 1372, Aldinga Beach, South
Australia 5173.
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